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Carrier phase integer ambiguity resolution is the key to high-precisionGlobal Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

positioning, navigation, and attitude determination. It is the process of resolving the unknown cycle ambiguities of

the carrier phase data as integers. After ambiguity resolution, precise baseline estimates become available, which can

be used to derive the attitude of a multi-antenna platform. The purpose of this contribution is to present and test a

rigorous GNSS-based attitude determination method, optimally exploiting the complete set of geometrical

constraints. The key to this new method is an extension of the popular LAMBDA method: the multivariate

constrained LAMBDA. The method estimates the integer ambiguities and the platform’s attitude in an integral

manner, fully exploiting the known body geometry of the multi-antenna configuration. As a result, the ambiguity

resolution performance is greatly improved. The method is extensively tested addressing the most challenging

scenario: single-epoch single-frequency GNSS observations are processed without any filtering, external aid, or

dynamic modeling.

I. Introduction

G LOBAL-NAVIGATION-SATELLITE-SYSTEM (GNSS)-
based attitude determination employs multiple antennas firmly

mounted on a body in order to estimate its orientation with respect to
a given reference frame. Many studies have already been carried out
to investigate the feasibility and performance of multiantenna GNSS
receivers as attitude sensors [1–16]. Attitude estimation via GNSS
observations is demonstrated to be a viable technique with a wide
spectrum of challenging applications, ranging from terrestrial to
maritime (guidance of land vehicles, precise docking of vessels, and
precision farming), and from air to space (landing assistance,
unmanned air vehicles, and space platforms guidance and control)
[1–3,11,12,17–22].

High-precision GNSS-attitude determination requires the use of
the carrier phase observations, which provide higher range mea-
surement accuracy than the code observables but are ambiguous by
an unknown integer number of cycles. Integer ambiguity resolution
is the process of resolving these unknown ambiguities as integers.

Integer ambiguity resolution is a nontrivial problem, especially if
one aims at developing reliable and fast techniques ultimately

capable of instantaneous correctfixing.Various ambiguity resolution
methods have been developed, differing in the way the problem is
approached and solved. The earliest strategies for attitude ambiguity
resolution were the so-called motion-based methods [4,23–25].
These methods take advantage of the change in receiver-satellite
geometry partially induced by the platform motion. However, these
methods are not applicable on an epoch-by-epoch basis, sincemotion
of the platform is a prerequisite. Another class of methods are the
search-based methods. These methods do not depend on motion and
can be applied instantaneously (for further discussion, see [9,26] and
references therein). Several search-based methods make use of the
integer least-squares (ILS) estimators [27], which extend the least-
squares theory to linear models where a subset of the unknowns is
integer valued. A widely used ILS implementation is the least-
squares ambiguity decorrelation adjustment (LAMBDA) method
[28], which is currently the standard method for solving un-
constrained GNSS ambiguity resolution problems [29–33]. For
unconstrained and linearly constrained GNSSmodels, the method is
known to be optimal in the sense that it provides the highest possible
success rate in a numerically efficient way [34–36]. Although the
standard LAMBDAmethod has been used for attitude determination
[6,10,14,37–39], it is not designed for rigorously solving such
nonlinearly constrained problems. Incorporating the known body
frame geometry of the GNSS antennas into the integer estimation
process results in a nonlinear mixed estimation problem. The non-
linear constraints originate from the a priori knowledge of the length
and orientation of the baselines. It is the purpose of this work to
provide and test the rigorous solution of the nonlinearly constrained
ILS problem.

First, the inclusion of a baseline-length constraint for two-antenna
configurations was analyzed and tested: observations from two
antennas separated by a known distance were processed including
the baseline-length constraint, resulting in a large increase in success
rate [40,41]. In case several antennas are installed aboard a platform,
onemay benefit from the additional a priori constraints on themutual
baseline orientations in the body frame. Instead of separately
accounting for all the different constraints, the problem can be
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reformulated by recognizing that the baseline coordinates in the body
frame are related to the coordinates in any given orthonormal¶ frame
via a rotation matrix. The constraints are implicitly embedded in the
orthonormality of the rotation matrix, which preserves the distances
between points after the transformation. An underlying assumption
is that the antennas are mounted on a rigid platform.

The ILS theory applied to a linear model where a subset of the
unknowns is integer valued and another subset has to respect a
nonlinear geometrical constraint was recently analyzed [42]. The
proposed implementation, based on the efficient LAMBDAmethod,
was coined themultivariate constrainedLAMBDA(MC-LAMBDA)
method. Existing approaches either first resolve the ambiguities and
then use the precise baseline estimates for attitude determination
[5,10,43], or they use the baseline-length constraints only for
validation purposes [8,38,44]. The essential difference with both
classical approaches is that the new algorithm solves for the integer
ambiguities and body attitude in an integral manner, tremendously
aiding the search for the correct integer ambiguities.

In this contribution, the principles of the MC-LAMBDA method
are reviewed, and its performance is tested by means of simulations
and static, low-dynamic, and high-dynamic experiments. The most
challenging application is addressed: single-epoch single-frequency
(SE–SF) GPS-only full attitude ambiguity resolution. Single-epoch
performance is extremely important for dynamic platforms, where a
quick recovery from changes of tracked satellites, cycle slips, and
losses of lock is necessary to avoid undesired loss of guidance. The
single-frequency case is of interest for many aerospace applications,
where limits on weight and power consumption must often be
respected.

The structure of this contribution is as follows. Section II deals
with the underlying theory. First, the GNSS-based attitude model is
introduced, including a review of commonly used parameterizations
of the attitude matrix. Next, the rigorous least-squares solution of the
GNSS-attitude model is presented and the problem of estimating the
orthonormal attitudematrix is analyzed. The performance of theMC-
LAMBDA method is assessed based on tests with various data sets.
First, simulated data with a priori noise levels and number of
observations are processed (Sec. III). This allows us to precisely test
the method performance in terms of success rate and, all conditions
being equal, to make a sound comparison between the LAMBDA
and the MC-LAMBDA methods. Results obtained from two static
experiments are described in Sec. IV: these experiments differ by test
location, receiver grades, and baseline lengths employed. Finally,
Sec. V presents the test results for dynamic platforms, namely, a
sailing boat and a flying aircraft.

II. Constrained Integer Least Squares for
GNSS-Attitude Determination

This section deals with the functional and stochastic GNSS
observation models. The code and carrier phase measurements are
cast in a linear(ized) model for which the unknowns are the integer
ambiguities and the entries of the orthonormal attitude matrix. The
resulting mixed model is efficiently solved with an extension of the
LAMBDA method, named the MC-LAMBDA method.

A. Multivariate GNSS-Attitude Model

1. Multivariate Functional Model for GNSS Observations

The single-frequencyGNSS code and carrier phasemeasurements
are obtained from tracking n� 1 satellites. These observations are
affected by errors, originating both at the satellite and at the receiver
sides, such as clock biases, instrumental delays, and multipath.
Moreover, the signals propagate through the atmosphere, which
affects the propagation differently in the ionospheric and in the
tropospheric layers. These errors aremitigated in relative positioning
models, where simultaneous measurements from two or more anten-

nas are available. It is then possible to construct so-called double
difference (DD) carrier phase and code observations by taking the
differences between observations collected at two antennas from two
different satellites. In this way, the clock errors, biases, and
instrumental delays become negligible, and the number of unknowns
to be determined is reduced [45]. Furthermore, the atmospheric
errors are eliminated in case of short baselines, since the signals travel
approximately the same path from the satellites to the closely
separated antennas.

Assuming a set of 2n DD observations, the functional and
stochastic models are [45–49]

y� Az�Gb� �; D�y� �Qyy z 2 Zn; b 2 Rc (1)

where y is the vector of DD carrier phase and code observables (order
2n), z is the integer vector of n ambiguities (expressed in cycles), b is
the vector of remaining c real-valued unknowns, and � contains the
unmodeled errors, mostly consisting of random noise and multipath.
No attempt is made to model or attenuate the effect of the latter in the
estimation process. It is assumed that the separation between the
antennas is limited to a few 100 meters, so that the atmospheric
parameters can be neglected. Hence, the three baseline coordinates
are the only real-valued unknowns (c� 3). A is the (2n � n) design
matrix that contains the carrier wavelength �, A� �1; 0�T � �In,
whereas G is the (2n � 3) matrix of differenced unit line-of-sight
vectors, G� �1; 1�T � �u1; . . . ; un�T , with � as the Kronecker
product. A Gaussian error on the observables is assumed: the
dispersion on the vector of observables D�y� is described by the
(2n � 2n) variance–covariance (V–C) matrix Qyy.

For full attitude determination, at least three antennas are required.
Therefore, model (1) is extended to cast the observations collected
with a multiantenna system and to directly link the observations to
the unknown attitude matrix. For this purpose, consider a set of
m� 1 antennas tracking the same n� 1GNSS satellites. TheGNSS
DD observations formed with the m independent baselines are cast
into the multivariate model [42]

Y � AZ�GB��; D�vec�Y�� �QYY

Z 2 Zn�m; B 2 R3�m (2)

whereY is the (2n �m)matrix forwhich the columns contain theDD
code and phase observations from each baseline. Them columns ofZ
are the vectors (order n) of integer-valued ambiguities, and B is the
(3 �m)matrix of real-valued baseline coordinates.� is the (2n �m)
matrix of unmodeled errors. Because of the short baselines
hypothesis, the deviations between the different line-of-sight vectors
from each antenna are disregarded; hence, the samematrix of line-of-
sight vectors G is used.

To define the V–C matrix of the matrix of observables Y, the vec
operator is applied: it stacks the columns of the 2n bymmatrix Y into
the vector vec�Y� of order 2nm, for which the dispersion is then
described by the (2nm � 2nm) V–C matrix QYY .

2. GNSS-Attitude Model

The antennas are assumed to be firmly mounted on the same rigid
platform, and their local coordinates are known beforehand; that is,
the baseline lengths and relative orientations of the baselines are
known and constant. The hypothesis of constant length constrains the
extremity of each baseline vector to lie on the surface of a sphere
having a radius equal to the baseline length, thus reducing the number
of independent baseline coordinates from 3m to 2m. Additionally,
the baseline relative orientations are known, so that the set of
admissible baseline coordinates can be described bymeans of a rigid
rotation and, consequently, the number of degrees of freedom for the
baseline coordinates is further reduced from 2m to three (two in the
special case of a single baseline).

The body frame e1e2e3 is defined to describe the antenna
coordinates on the platform in a local coordinate system. The matrix
of local baseline coordinates F is built as follows: the first axis e1 is
aligned with the first baseline; the second axis e2 is perpendicular to

¶Throughout this work, a matrix for which the columns are orthogonal
normal vectors is defined as an orthonormal matrix. In equivalent terms, an
orthonormality constraint implies both the normality and orthogonality of the
column vectors of a matrix.
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the first, lying in the plane formed by the first two baselines; and the
third body axis e3 is directed so that e1e2e3 forms a right-handed
orthonormal frame. The baseline coordinates expressed in the body
frame F are transformed into the coordinates in the reference frame
x1x2x3 (B) as B� RF, where the orthonormal (RTR� I) matrix R
links the two frames by means of a rigid rotation.

The elements of the rotation matrix and the local baseline
coordinates are defined as [42]

m 	 3: RF� �r1; r2; r3�
f11 f21 f31 
 
 
 fm1

0 f22 f32 
 
 
 fm2

0 0 f33 
 
 
 fm3

2
64

3
75

m� 2: RF� �r1; r2�
f11 f21

0 f22

" #

m� 1: RF� �r1��f11� (3)

Recall that m is the number of baselines. The ith column of R is
denoted ri, and the fij are the scalar entries of F. For notational
convenience, the parameter p is used to indicate the number of
columns in R: p�m for m< 3, and p� 3 for m 	 3. Note that for
the case m� p� 1, model (2) formally coincides with the single-
baseline-length-constrained ILS problem described and tested
previously [40,41].

Model (2) can now be reformulated in terms of the unknown
attitude matrix R as [42]

Y � AZ�GRF��; D�vec�Y�� �QYY

Z 2 Zn�m; R 2 O3�p (4)

where the unknowns to be resolved are the nm integer-valued
ambiguities ofZ and the 3p entries of the orthonormalmatrixR. Note
that, due to the orthonormality constraint, only three (or two in the
case of a single baseline) terms of R are independent.

Assuming the same V–C matrix Qyy for all the single-baseline
observations, the V–C matrix QYY is constructed as

QYY � Pm �Qyy �

1 0:5 
 
 
 0:5

0:5 1 
 
 
 ..
.

. .
.

0:5
0:5 
 
 
 0:5 1

2
6664

3
7775�Qyy (5)

where Pm takes care of the correlations among observations due to
the common reference antenna used to form the DD observations.

3. Attitude Parameterization

The orthonormal rotation matrix R is parameterized with one of
the different representations that can be employed for three-
dimensional rotations, such as the Gibbs vector, the direct cosine
matrix, the quaternions, and theEuler angles [50,51]. To visualize the
attitude angles, a Euler parameterization (namely, a 321 config-
uration) is used in this contribution: the rotation matrix is expressed
in terms of heading ( ), elevation (�), and bank (�) angles as

R� ; �; �� �
C C� C S�S� � S C� C S�C� � S S�
�S C� �S S�S� � C C� �S S�C� � C S�
�S� C�S� C�C�

2
4

3
5
(6)

where C� � cos��� and S� � sin���. In case p < 3, only the first p
columns of R are considered. The advantage of this representation is
that the orthonormality constraint is implicitly fulfilled. The
disadvantage is that the evaluation of R and its derivatives requires
the computation of trigonometric functions. Moreover, an ambiguity
may arise, since matrix R� ; �; �� is equivalently expressed with
R� � �; � � �; �� ��. This ambiguity is usually avoided by
imposing � �

2
< � < �

2
. This parameterization employs a minimal set

of parameters, as only three independent variables are used to

describe the rotation matrix, and the number of degrees of freedom is
exactly three.

The estimation of the orthonormal matrix R has a lower
computational load when employing a quaternion parameterization,
for which

R� �q��R�q;q4���q24�kqk2�I3�2qqT�2q4�q��

�
q21�q22�q23�q24 2�q1q2�q3q4� 2�q1q3�q2q4�
2�q1q2�q3q4� �q21�q22�q23�q24 2�q2q3�q1q4�
2�q1q3�q2q4� 2�q2q3�q1q4� �q21�q22�q23�q24

2
64

3
75 (7)

where the quaternion �q� �q; q4�T is partitioned by
q� �q1; q2; q3�T , the vectorial part, and the scalar component q4.
The term �q�� equals the skew-symmetric matrix

�q�� �
0 q3 �q2
�q3 0 q1
q2 �q1 0

2
4

3
5 (8)

The main advantage of the quaternion representation is that the
first-order derivatives of the components of R are linear, and the
second-order derivatives are constant: this proves to be an advantage
for numerical schemes such as the Newtonmethod. The shortcoming
is that the orthonormality of R is only guaranteed for normal
quaternions �qT �q� 1, a constraint that has to be respected.

B. Least-Squares Solution

This subsection describes the rigorous least-squares solution to
model (4). The solution is presented in three steps. First, the
unconstrained least-squares solution of Eq. (4) is addressed:

fẐ; R̂g � arg min
Z2Rn�m;R2R3�p

kvec�Y � AZ � GRF�k2QYY (9)

where the weighted norm of a given vector v is denoted as
kvk2Q � vTQ�1v. The solution of Eq. (9) provides coarse values for

the unknowns, which generally do not respect the given constraints.
Next, the unconstrained ILS theory is presented, which may be

applied to estimate the integer ambiguities without considering the
known geometrical constraints:

f �ZU; �RUg � arg min
Z2Zn�m;R2R3�p

kvec�Y � AZ � GRF�k2QYY (10)

This formulation is given to allow for comparison with the
constrained ILS theory illustrated in the following. The full solution
of the constrained model (4), where both the integerness of the
ambiguities and the orthonormality of R are respected, is given by

f �ZC; �RCg � arg min
Z2Zn�m;R2O3�p

kvec�Y � AZ � GRF�k2QYY (11)

1. Unconstrained Least-Squares Solution

The unconstrained least-squares problem (9) is formulated by
disregarding the integer nature of Z and the orthonormality ofR. The

float estimators Ẑ and R̂ are obtained by solving the normal equations

N
vec�Ẑ�
vec�R̂�

� �
� P�1m � ATQ�1yy

FP�1m �GTQ�1yy

� �
vec�Y�

N � P�1m � ATQ�1yy A P�1m F
T � ATQ�1yy G

FP�1m �GTQ�1yy A FP�1m F
T �GTQ�1yy G

� � (12)

The derivation of the normal equations (12) follows from the
properties of the vec operator and Kronecker product (see
AppendixA). TheV–Cmatrices of thefloat solutions are obtained by
inversion of the normal matrix

QẐ Ẑ QẐ R̂

QR̂ Ẑ QR̂ R̂

� �
� N�1 (13)
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The accuracy of the float solution is driven by the precision of the
code observables, which then provide a coarse solution. This is
demonstrated as follows. The design matrices A and G and V–C
matrix Qyy can be rewritten as

A� �In
0

� �
G� U

U

� �
Qyy �

�2’Q 0

0 �2pQ

� �
(14)

where � is the carrier wavelength,U is the matrix of differenced unit
line-of-sight vectors,Q is the covariance matrix that takes care of the
correlation introduced by the DD operation, and �’ and �p are the
phase and code standard deviations, respectively. The explicit
computation of thematrix inverse in Eq. (13), exploiting the relations
listed in Appendix B, gives

QẐ Ẑ � Pm � �ATQ�1yy A��1 � FT�FP�1m FT��1F
� ��ATQ�1yy A��1ATQ�1yy G� �GTQ�1yy �G��1GTQ�1yy A�ATQ�1yy A��1�

�
�2p
�2

�
Pm �

�2’
�2p
Q� FT�FP�1m FT��1F�U�UTQ�1U��1UT

�

QR̂R̂ � �FP�1m FT��1 � � �GTQ�1yy �G��1 � �FP�1m FT��1

� �2p�UTQ�1U��1 (15)

with �G� �I � A�ATQ�1yy A��1ATQ�1yy �G. Given the ratio �2’=

�2p � 10�4, it is clear that the precision of float estimates Ẑ and R̂
is driven by the less precise code observables.

2. Sum-of-Squares Decomposition of Objective Function

The solutions of Eqs. (10) and (11) are obtained in the following by
using a sum-of-squares decomposition of the objective function. The
sum-of-squares decomposition of the squared norms in Eqs. (10) and
(11) reads [45]

kvec�Y � AZ � GRF�k2QYY � kvec��̂�k
2
QYY
� kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QYY

� kvec�R̂�Z� � R�k2QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� (16)

The decomposition is based on the ambiguity float solution Ẑ and

the conditional attitude matrix R̂�Z�, which is the (generally not
orthonormal) attitudematrix obtained by considering the ambiguities

Z as known. This means that R̂�Z� is derived as the least-squares
solution of the model E�Y � AZ� �GRF, with E�
� as the
expectation operator, which gives

vec �R̂�Z�� � vec�R̂� �QR̂ ẐQ
�1
Ẑ Ẑ

vec�Ẑ � Z� (17)

The V–C matrix of R̂�Z� follows as

QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� �QR̂ R̂ �QR̂ ẐQ
�1
Ẑ Ẑ
QẐ R̂ (18)

Using the relations in Appendix B, the V–C matrix QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� is

written as

QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� � �FP�1m FT��1 � �GTQ�1yy G��1

� �FP�1m FT��1 �
�2’

��2’=�2p� � 1
�UTQ�1U��1

� �FP�1m FT��1 � �2’�UTQ�1U��1 (19)

Hence, the precision of the conditional solution R̂�Z� is much

higher than the precision of the float solution R̂, as it depends on the
accuracy of the phase observables.

3. Unconstrained Integer Least-Squares Solution

The unconstrained ILS problem (10) is formulated without taking
into account the additional geometrical constraints. This is the
problem often addressed for GNSS ambiguity resolution. The well-
known ILS theory applies [27,36,52]. The ILS solution is derived

following three steps. First, one obtains the float solution as Eq. (12).
The second step is based on the sum-of-squares decomposition (16).
For any choice of the matrix of ambiguities Z, the last term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (16) can be made zero by selecting as attitude

solution R� R̂�Z�. Hence, minimizing Eq. (16) is equivalent to
solving the multivariate ILS problem

�Z U � arg min
Z2Zn�m

kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QẐ Ẑ (20)

The matrix of ambiguities �ZU minimizes the distance with respect

to the float solution Ẑ in the metric defined by the V–C matrix QẐ Ẑ.

As no analytical solutions of Eq. (20) are known, the matrix �ZU is
extensively searched in the set of admissible integer candidates

�U��2� � fZ 2 Zn�mjkvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QẐ Ẑ  �
2g (21)

where the size of�U��2� is defined by the scalar �. Its value should
be small enough to limit the computational burden, but the
nonemptiness of �U��2� should be guaranteed. By experience, a
good choice is to make use of the bootstrapped value Zb [53,54]:

�2 � kvec�Ẑ � Zb�k2QẐ Ẑ (22)

The LAMBDA method is applied to perform the search for the

minimizer �ZU: the ambiguities are decorrelated with an admissible
transformation (i.e., which preserves the integerness of the
variables), resulting in a much less elongated search space [28]. The

minimizer �ZU is then efficiently searched within the set �U��2�.
The last step for the solution of Eq. (10) is to extract the matrix �RU

as

vec � �RU� � vec�R̂� �ZU�� � vec�R̂� �QR̂ ẐQ
�1
Ẑ Ẑ

vec�Ẑ � �ZU� (23)

Note that the attitude solution �RU is generally not orthonormal, but
it may be a good enough approximation for many applications. If

necessary, the closest orthonormalmatrix to �RU can be determined by
means of one of the methods reviewed in Sec. II.C.

4. Constrained Integer Least-Squares Solution

The rigorous ILS solution of Eq. (4), satisfying the two constraints
on the matrices of unknowns Z 2 Zn�m and R 2 O3�p, is now
addressed. Aiming to minimize the weighted squared norm of
residuals, the problem is formulated as in Eq. (11). The sum-of-
squares decomposition (16) applies to Eq. (11). Because of the
constraint on the attitude matrix, the last term on the right-hand side

of Eq. (16) can no longer be made zero by choosingR� R̂�Z�, since
R̂�Z� is generally not orthonormal. Therefore, minimizing Eq. (11) is
equivalent to minimizing the cost function C�Z�:

�ZC � arg min
Z2Zn�m

C�Z�

C�Z� � kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QẐ Ẑ � kvec�R̂�Z� � �R�Z��k2QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� (24)

with

vec � �R�Z�� � arg min
R2O3�p

kvec�R̂�Z� � R�k2QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� (25)

The cost function C�Z� is the sum of two coupled terms. The first

weighs the distance from the float ambiguity matrix Ẑ to the nearest
integer matrixZ in themetric ofQẐ Ẑ, whereas the second weighs the

distance from the conditional float solution R̂�Z� to the nearest

orthonormal matrix �R�Z� in the metric of QR̂�Z�R̂�Z�. The integral

resolution of both the ambiguities and the attitude matrix is the core
of the new method: the search for the integer minimizer of Eq. (24)
embeds the nonlinear geometrical constraints, resulting in a
strengthened model. The method is a rigorous application of the
nonlinearly constrained ILS principle, but a potential drawback is an
increased numerical complexity. The search space is now
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�C��2� � fZ 2 Zn�mjC�Z�  �2g (26)

Two issues make the search for the integer minimizer complex.
First, the search space is not ellipsoidal as it was in the unconstrained
case. Second, the choice of�2 is critical. The search for theminimizer
of Eq. (24) implies the evaluation of Eq. (25) for each of the integer
candidates in �C��2�, and a too-large value of �2 means that the
constrained least-squares problem (25) has to be evaluated many
times, increasing the computational load. As an example, Fig. 1
shows the value of�2 calculated from an integer bootstrappedmatrix
Zb [as in Eq. (22)] for the flight test described in the next section. The
scalar �2 � C�Zb� is visualized and compared with the value

�2
1 � kvec�Ẑ � Zb�k2Qẑ ẑ , which is the scalar that one obtains for the

unconstrained approach: �2 is often four orders of magnitude larger
than �2

1. The reason is that �2
1 is obtained by weighting the squared

norm kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2 with the inverse of the V–CmatrixQẐ Ẑ, which
has entries with a magnitude comparable to the code standard

deviation, as in Eq. (15). Instead, the term kvec�R̂�Z� � �R�Z��k2 in
C�Z� is weighted by the inverse of the V–C matrix QR̂�Z�R̂�Z�, for

which the entries, according to Eq. (19), are driven by the carrier
phase observables precision. It is shown in the next section that the
MC-LAMBDA method overcomes this issue through the use of
novel easy-to-evaluate bounding functions.

5. Multivariate Constrained LAMBDA Method

Following the previous discussion, it is clear that a numerical
efficient searchmethod has to overcome two issues: the initial size of
the search space has to be properly set, and unnecessary evaluations
of Eq. (25) should be avoided. This is accomplished by considering
that the cost functionC�Z� can be bounded by two easier-to-evaluate
functions [42]. Denoting the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of
Q�1
R̂�Z�R̂�Z� with �m and �M, respectively, the following inequalities

hold true:

C1�Z�  C�Z�  C2�Z�

C1�Z� � kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QẐ Ẑ � �m
Xp
i�1
�kr̂i�Z�k � 1�2

C2�Z� � kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QẐ Ẑ � �M
Xp
i�1
�kr̂i�Z�k � 1�2 (27)

where r̂i�Z� is the ith column of R̂�Z�, and the inequalities are
derived by applying the rules of the scalar product between vectors.
The boundsC1�Z� andC2�Z� generate two search spaces that bound
the one ofC�Z�. For a given scalar�, the set�2��2� corresponding to
the upper bound C2�Z� is contained in �C��2�, whereas the set
�1��2� corresponding to the lower bound C1�Z� contains �C��2�.
Two search strategies have been devised to exploit these two bounds
and perform the search for the integer minimizer in an efficient way:
the search and shrink and the expansion approaches.

The search and shrink approach works with the upper bound
C2�Z� and the related search space

�2��2
0� � fZ 2 Zn�mjC2�Z�  �2

0g � �C��2
0� (28)

The value for �0 is chosen large enough to guarantee the
nonemptiness of�2��2

0� and�C��2
0�. An integer candidate in the set

�2��2
0� is searched, aiming to find a matrix Z1 providing a smaller

value for the upper boundC2�Z1� � �2
1 < �

2
0. Once it is found, the set

is shrunk to�2��2
1� and the search continues by looking for another

integer candidate Z2 capable of reducing the value C2�Z2��
�2
2 < �

2
1. This procedure iteratively proceeds until the minimizer of

C2�Z�, say �Z2, is found. Since this may differ from the minimizer of

C�Z�, the search space �C� ��2�, with ��2 � C2� �Z2�, is evaluated:

�C� ��2� � fZ 2 Zn�mjC�Z�  ��2g � �2� ��2� (29)

The sought-for minimizer �ZC is then extracted among the
candidates contained in �C� ��2�.

The expansion approach works the other way around. Initially, a
small value for the scalar �0 is chosen to set the size of the search
space �1��2

0�:

�1��2
0� � fZ 2 Zn�mjC1�Z�  �2

0g � ���2
0� (30)

The choice for �0 does not necessarily assure the nonemptiness of
the set. The scalar � is iteratively increased until, at step s, the set
�1��2

s� is nonempty. All the integer candidates in �1��2
s� are then

enumerated, and the set �C��2
s� is evaluated by computing the cost

function C�Z� for each of the enumerated matrices. If �C��2
s� is

nonempty, the minimizer �ZC of C�Z� is picked up. Otherwise, the
scalar �s�1 > �s is increased and the enumeration in the larger
�1��2

s�1� is repeated until, at step s� k, the set�C��2
s�k� turns out

to be nonempty.
Employing one of these two search algorithms reduces the

computational burden, as the cost function (24) is now evaluated for a
smaller set of integer candidates, whereas the main part of the search
is performed through the use of C1�Z� and C2�Z�, for which the
resolution of Eq. (25) is not necessary. The efficiency of the
alternative search strategies depends on the tightness of the bounds:
the better the bounds approximate the cost function, the smaller the
number of integer candidates for which the evaluation of Eq. (25) is
necessary to extract the final global minimizer. The search and shrink
approach has the advantage of self-adapting the size of the search
space as the search proceeds, whereas the expansion approachmakes
use of an a priori value for the increment of the scalar �. It has been
shown that both techniques have comparable performance in terms of
computational times, largely reducing the computational burden
with respect to an exhaustive search [26,55]. Computational times
suitable for real-time use have been registered.∗∗ Sharper boundaries
for the objective function could further reduce the time needed to
extract the integer minimizer.

C. Attitude Estimation

The evaluation of the cost function C�Z� in Eq. (24) involves the
computation of the constrained least-squares problem (25). Also, the

solution of the unconstrained ILS problem R̂� �ZU� in Eq. (23) is
generally not orthonormal, and one may want to determine the
closest orthonormal matrix.

In both cases, the problem is to find the closest orthonormalmatrix

to a given matrix R̂Z, which can be formulated as

�R� arg min
R2O3�p

kvec�R̂Z � R�k2Q (31)

This problem differs from the well-known problem of estimating
the attitude from a set of baseline observations [56], mainly due to the
shape of theweightmatrixQ. IfQwere a scaled unitmatrix,Q� 	I,
expression (31) could be reformulated as an orthogonal Procrustes
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Fig. 1 Demonstration of large weight of second term in Eq. (24). Note

the logarithmic scale of the �2 axis. ∗∗MATLAB implementation, nonoptimized code.
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problem, or Wahba’s problem [57], for which the analytical solution
exists [57–59]. Several efficient numerical algorithms have been
devised to quickly determine the orthonormal attitudematrix, such as
the quaternion estimator [60,61], the fast optimal attitude matrix
[62], the estimator of the optimal quaternion (ESOQ) [63] or the
second ESOQ [64] algorithms. These algorithms have been
extensively compared [65–67].

Unfortunately, the V–C matrix Q for GNSS-based attitude
estimation [see Eq. (18)] is generally fully populated, implying that
the previous approaches cannot be applied. Therefore, the ortho-
normal attitude matrix has to be numerically extracted by solving
problem (31), for which three schemes are briefly reviewed in the
following.

1. Solution Based on Lagrangian Multipliers Method

A first numerical scheme is derived by applying the Lagrangian
multipliers method. It comprises finding the stationary points of the
Lagrangian function [68]

L�R; �	�p� � vec�R̂Z � R�TQ�1vec�R̂Z � R� � tr��	�p�RTR� Ip��
(32)

where tr indicate the trace of a matrix, and �	�p is the p � p
symmetricmatrix of Lagrangianmultipliers. The last term ofEq. (32)
gives the �p�p� 1��=2 constraining functions that follow from the
orthonormality of R: p constraints arise from the normality of
the columns of R, and �p�p � 1��=2 constraints originate from the
orthogonality of the columns of R. The gradient of the Lagrangian
function (32), together with the �p�p� 1��=2 constraining functions,
defines the nonlinear system to be solved:

�
1
2
rL�R; �	�p� � �Q�1 � �	�p � I3�vec�R� � Q�1vec�R̂Z� � 0

vec�RTR � Ip� � 0

(33)

Because of the symmetry of the matrix �RTR� Ip�, only its upper
(or lower) triangular part has to be considered in the second set of
equations in Eq. (33). The Newton–Raphson method is applied to
iteratively converge to the sought orthonormal matrix of rotations.

This method is computationally heavier than other iterative
schemes, as it requires the explicit evaluation of large matrices and it
does not use a minimal set of variables. For these reasons, this
approach can be twice as slow compared with both methods
presented in the following.

2. Solution Based on Euler Angles Parameterization

After reparameterizing the attitude matrix in terms of the vector of
Euler angles 
� � ; �; ��T , the matrix R�
� implicitly fulfills the
constraint RTR� Ip, and problem (31) is rewritten as

�
� argmin

2R3
kh�
�k2I � argmin


2R3
h�
�Th�
� (34)

with h�
� �Q�12vec�R̂Z � R�
�� as the vector of 3p nonlinear
functions of 
. The nonlinear least-squares problem (34) can be
solved by means of the Gauss–Newton method or the Newton
method. The Gauss–Newton method is the simplest of the two
methods. It has a local linear rate of convergence, and it only requires
first-order partial derivatives of h�
�. The method works well in case
ofmoderate curvatures and small residuals [69]. TheNewtonmethod
is an improved alternative, which has a local quadratic rate of
convergence, but it requires second-order partial derivatives as well.

The Euler angles parameterization approach has the advantage of
working with a minimal set of unknowns (the Euler angles), and it
can quickly converge to the sought minimizer if an accurate initial
guess is used. The disadvantage is that trigonometric functions have
to be evaluated, increasing the computational load.

3. Solution Based on Quaternions Parameterization

Quaternions can be used to reparameterize the rotation matrix R
and solve for Eq. (31):

��q� arg min
�q2R4 ;k �qk�1

kvec�R̂Z � R� �q��k2Q (35)

The orthonormality constraint forR is guaranteed by the normality
of the quaternion: this introduces the constraint k �qk � 1 in the
minimization problem (35). A Lagrangian function is formed as

L0� �q; 	0� � vec�R̂Z � R� �q��TQ�1vec�R̂Z � R� �q�� � 	0� �qT �q � 1�
(36)

with 	0 as the Lagrangian parameter. The (nonlinear) system to be
solved is

�
1
2
rL0� �q; 	0� � JTR� �q�Q�1vec�R̂Z � R� �q�� � 	0 �q� 0

�qT �q � 1� 0
(37)

with JR� �q� as the Jacobian of vec�R� �q��.

Table 1 Step-by-step overview of the proposedmethods forGNSS carrier phase attitude estimation

Form the design matrices
A, G, F
#

Form the DD matrices of observables and covariance
Y, QYY

#
Float estimation

vec�Ẑ�
vec�R̂�

� �
� N�1 P�1m � ATQ�1yy

FP�1m �GTQ�1yy

� �
vec�Y�

#
Search for the integer minimizer

LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

�ZU � arg min
Z2Zn�m

kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2QẐ Ẑ �ZC � arg min
Z2Zn�m

C�Z�

C�Z� � kvec�Ẑ � Z�k2Q
Ẑ Ẑ
� kvec�R̂�Z� � �R�Z��k2Q

R̂�Z�R̂�Z�

#
Search and shrink/expansion

# #
Attitude estimation

�R� �ZU� � arg min
R2O3�p

kvec�R̂� �ZU� � R�k2QR̂�Z�R̂�Z� �R� �ZC� � arg min
R2O3�p

kvec�R̂� �ZC� � R�k2QR̂�Z�R̂�Z�
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This approach guarantees the best tradeoff, as it makes use of a
small number of unknowns, no trigonometric functions have to be
evaluated, and the first-order derivatives in JR� �q� are linear functions
of the unknowns.

4. Initialization of Numerical Schemes

The three numerical schemes described above make use of an
initial guess for the vector of unknowns. A good choice is to first

compute an orthonormal matrix �R by solving Eq. (31) under the
assumption that Q is an identity matrix, so that Eq. (31) reduces to
theWhaba problem, and an analytical solution exists [57–59]. Then,
the initialization vectors for each of the three numerical schemes read

Lagrangian multipliers : �0 � �x01; . . . ; x03p; 0; . . . ; 0�T

Euler angles parameterization: 
0 � � 0; �0; �0�T

Quaternions parameterization: !0 � � �q0; 0�T
(38)

with x0i as the ith entry of vec� �R�, � 0; �0; �0� as the Euler angles
parameterization of vec� �R�, and �q0 as the quaternions parameter-

ization of vec� �R�. The Lagrangian parameters in the first and last
methods in Eq. (38) are all initially set to zero, following the
assumption that the initial coarse solution is sufficiently close to an
orthonormal matrix.

5. Schematic Overview

Table 1 gives an overview of the various computational steps that
have been reviewed so far. Both the unconstrained and constrained
methods are listed. The difference in the achieved accuracy between

the attitude float estimation R̂ and an estimate made considering the

ambiguities as known, �R�Z�, is visualized in Fig. 2. The attitude
angles for two static (2 m long) baselines are determined using the

two estimators. Obviously, a two-order-of-magnitude improvement
is obtained when the ambiguities are resolved as integers.

III. Simulations

A reliable testing of the new method performance is obtained by
means of simulations. Series of simulated data sets are generated via
aMonte Carlo approach, with a predefined type and amount of error.
The theoretical SE–SF success rate is investigated as a function of the
model strength; that is, it is examined how the success rate varieswith
respect to the number of available observations and noise levels. The
results obtained by applying the MC-LAMBDA method are
compared with respect to the classical ILS approach (LAMBDA
method). Observations from five to eight satellites are simulated
according to model (4). Simulation parameters are reported in
Appendix C. White noise is introduced on the observations, ranging
between 5 and 30 cm for the code measurements and between 3 and
30 mm for the carrier phase observations. Although the value of
30 mm for the carrier phase signal noise might seem unnecessary
large, it is useful in order to investigate the limits of the proposed
algorithm.

A first set of simulation results is given in Table 2, where the
theoretical SE–SF success rate obtained on a single-baseline scenario
is reported as a function of the model strength. The MC-LAMBDA
method clearly provides better results than the unconstrained
method. The differences in success rate are particularly pronounced
when the underlying GNSS model becomes weaker (fewer satellites
and/or higher measurement noise). Making use of the geometrical
constraint (in the single-baseline case, this is a single constraint)
improves the success rate considerably. According to Table 2,
already five satellites and a phase standard deviation of 3 mm give a
higher than 70% success rate. The differences in success rate become
less pronounced when the strength of the underlying GNSS model
increases. For instance, with eight satellites and a phase and code
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b) Attitude angles: fixed solution
Fig. 2 Three estimated Euler angles for a three-antenna configuration of (both) 2-m-long baselines derived with the float estimator (left) and the fixed

(ambiguities correctly resolved) estimator (right). Precision differs by two orders of magnitude.

Table 2 Simulation results: single-baseline SE–SF success rates (%) for LAMBDA and

MC-LAMBDA methods per number of satellites, code, and phase noise levelsa

��, mm
30 3 1

�P, cm
No. SVb 30 15 5 30 15 5 30 15 5

LAMBDA 5 0.41 2.84 29.59 3.30 19.50 86.67 5.99 26.89 95.37
MC-LAMBDA 5 3.47 9.57 41.64 72.43 88.86 99.63 96.54 99.94 100
LAMBDA 6 0.64 3.54 30.95 24.83 66.71 96.89 49.13 86.67 99.99
MC-LAMBDA 6 4.31 12.17 43.51 95.75 99.18 99.90 99.99 100 100
LAMBDA 7 0.83 4.40 34.08 50.24 79.69 99.53 74.17 93.27 100
MC-LAMBDA 7 5.80 14.41 46.34 99.34 99.97 100 100 100 100
LAMBDA 8 1.09 5.68 36.10 86.17 94.48 99.99 99.97 99.99 100
MC-LAMBDA 8 6.78 17.13 47.75 99.80 99.99 100 100 100 100

a105 data samples simulated.
bSV denotes space vehicle.
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precision of 3 mm and 5 cm, respectively, a close to 100% success
rate is already achieved with the standard LAMBDA method.

Table 3 shows the SE–SF success rates for a two-baseline
configuration. Also, in this case, the improvement is large especially
for the weaker scenarios (lower number of satellite/higher noise
levels), where the difference between the methods is significant. For
example, with five satellites and 3 mm phase noise, the success rate
increases from a low 0.17 to 99.60% when poor code measurements
are simulated (30 cm). The two-baseline processing marks success
rates higher than 99% on all the data sets processed with phase noise
lower than 30 mm, obtaining a 100% success rate on 20 out of 24
simulated scenarios. As expected, the strengthening of the under-
lying model due to the embedded geometrical constraints substan-
tially affects the capacity of fixing the correct integer ambiguity
matrices.

IV. Experimental Testing: Static Configurations

The MC-LAMBDA method is first experimentally tested with
data collected on two static frames of antennas: one in The
Netherlands and one in Western Australia. The focus is on inves-
tigating the capacity of resolving the integer ambiguities on all the
available baselines without any external aid, filtering, or dynamic
modeling. No a priori information about the attitude is used, and no
mask angles and elevation-dependent models are applied.

All the data sets processed have been analyzed offline. By
postprocessing data (and not only looking at SE–SF results), the
correct set of integers at each epoch could always be reconstructed.
This offline processing is then used to assess the performance
reported.

A. Static Test I

Three antennas (a Trimble Zephyr Geodetic L1/L2 as the master,
and two geodetic Trimbles with ground planes as auxiliaries) were
mounted on top of a rigid wooden structure of known geometry (see

Table 4 First static test: unaided SE–SF success rates (%)

for the LAMBDA and MC-LAMBDA methods

Baseline No. SVa LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

Single-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

M-A1 4 1.6 44.3
5 8.9 79.3
6 42.0 98.2
7 75.5 99.7
8 97.4 100
9 99.8 100

M-A2 4 0.8 49.1
5 8.9 74.6
6 40.1 97.1
7 76.0 99.8
8 96.9 100
9 99.7 100
Two-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

M-A1-A2 4 0.9 84.2
5 5.0 99.6
6 38.9 100
7 78.5 100
8 97.7 100
9 99.8 100

aSV denotes space vehicle.

Fig. 3 Two static tests: geometrical arrangement of antennas.

Table 5 Second static test: configuration

of GPS satellites useda

No. SV PRNs PDOP (average)

4 (a) 11-17-20-31 3.4
4 (b) 11-23-31-32 8.1
5 (a) 11-17-20-23-31 3.2
5 (b) 11-20-23-31-32 7.6
6 11-17-20-23-31-32 2.9
7 11-13-17-20-23-31-32 2.3

aPDOP values for the different configurations are reported.

Table 3 Simulation results: two-baseline SE–SF success rates (%) for the LAMBDA and

MC-LAMBDA methods, per number of satellites, code, and phase noise levelsa

��, mm
30 3 1

�P, cm
30 15 5 30 15 5 30 15 5

5 LAMBDA 0.01 0.13 13.07 0.17 5.69 83.87 0.55 10.18 95.48
5 MC-LAMBDA 2.82 6.53 35.90 99.60 99.94 100 100 100 100
6 LAMBDA 0.01 0.21 15.26 9.81 56.89 96.83 30.12 81.35 100
6 MC-LAMBDA 2.35 6.81 38.90 99.99 100 100 100 100 100
7 LAMBDA 0.02 0.38 19.21 31.97 73.07 99.74 61.16 91.33 100
7 MC-LAMBDA 2.80 12.80 42.50 99.99 100 100 100 100 100
8 LAMBDA 0.03 0.67 21.90 81.72 93.12 99.99 99.99 100 100
8 MC-LAMBDA 4.50 13.90 45.50 100 100 100 100 100 100

a105 data samples simulated.
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Fig. 3a). The antennas were connected to three Trimble receivers (a
Trimble R7 and two Trimble SSi). Data (1 Hz) were collected for
almost 3 h, resulting in 9915 epochs. Table 4 reports the unaided SE–
SF success rate obtained as a function of the number of satellites
tracked and baselines embedded in the model. The number of
satellites is artificially reduced in order to test the robustness of the
methods against the constellation availability. Also, different
numbers of baselines have been included in themodel. For the single-
baseline case, only the length is used as a priori constraint with the
MC-LAMBDA method, whereas for the two-baseline case, the
baseline lengths and the relative orientation between the baselines are
all exploited as geometrical constraints. For the worst-case scenario
(namely, only four satellites in view), already one constrained
baseline is sufficient to increase the success rate from about 1% to
about 44–49%. The SE–SF success rate is sensitive to the strength of
the underlying model: including more baselines results in a signifi-
cant improvement in the success rate for the constrained method due
to the higher number of geometrical constraints. Embedding both
baselines into a single model and exploiting the full set of constraints
enhances the probability of correct fixing to about 84%, whereas the
performance of the unconstrained LAMBDA method for the two-
baseline case remains approximately unchanged. With more than
four visible satellites, the success rate is always above 99% with the
MC-LAMBDA method, and only a few additional epochs would be
necessary to obtain a 100% success rate. A benefit of the constrained
method is that it guarantees high robustness against those scenarios
where the geometry of the GNSS constellation is poor.

The attitude solution provides an indication of the accuracy
obtainable. In this case, the three attitude angles are characterized by
standard deviations equal to � � 0:054� for the heading, �� �
0:120� for the elevation, and �� � 0:174� for the bank angle.
The higher precision of the heading angle is due to the intrinsic char-
acteristic of the GNSS working principle: the satellites cover, with
respect to the receiver, only a hemisphere, causing higher dilution of
precision in the vertical plane than in the horizontal plane.

Table 6 Second static test: unaided SE–SF

success rates (%) for LAMBDA and

MC-LAMBDA methods

Baseline No. SV LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

Single-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

M-A1 4 (a) 0.5 64.9
4 (b) 0.7 87.2
5 (a) 3.6 91.8
5 (b) 3.2 100
6 31.8 100
7 60.5 100

M-A2 4 (a) 0.7 53.5
4 (b) 0.5 97.3
5 (a) 7.3 99.4
5 (b) 14.6 99.9
6 40.7 100
7 60.9 100

M-A3 4 (a) 0.8 47.4
4 (b) 0.6 66.1
5 (a) 4.3 83.6
5 (b) 11.4 94.7
6 33.8 99.3
7 70.3 100

Two-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

M-A1-A2 4 (a) 0.4 90.4
4 (b) 0.1 97.9
5 (a) 3.5 100
5 (b) 3.0 100
6 31.6 100
7 65.9 100

M-A1-A3 4 (a) 0.5 99.9
4 (b) 0.5 98.7
5 (a) 3.0 99.9
5 (b) 3.0 100
6 31.1 100
7 64.7 100

M-A3-A2 4 (a) 0.1 94.8
4 (b) 0.5 87.7
5 (a) 4.3 100
5 (b) 11.5 99.8
6 33.2 100
7 74.8 100

Table 7 Second static test: mean and standard

deviations of estimated attitude angles

Heading  Elevation � Bank �

M-A1-A2 Mean, deg 89.2 1.9 0.3
�, deg 0.42 1.33 1.12

M-A1-A3 Mean, deg 89.3 1.9 0.3
�, deg 0.16 1.42 0.42

M-A3-A2 Mean, deg 6.1 0.09 1.5
�, deg 0.22 0.48 1.56

Fig. 4 First boat test: three antennas/receivers mounted aboard a small vessel sailing along a canal in Delft, The Netherlands.

Table 8 First boat test: unaided SE–SF

success rates (%) for LAMBDA and

MC-LAMBDA methodsa

Baseline No. SV LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

Single-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

1–2 Overall 82.0 99.5
6 28.3 97.8
7 81.2 99.8
8 96.7 99.9

1–3 Overall 61.73 97.7
6 8.8 84.6
7 54.7 98.7
8 83.5 99.8

Two-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

1-2-3 Overall 57.4 99.9
6 14.8 99.7
7 46.6 100
8 80.9 100

aSuccess rate as function of satellites tracked is also
reported.
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a) Heading ψ(t), LAMBDA b) Heading ψ(t), MC-LAMBDA

c) Elevation θ(t), LAMBDA d) Elevation θ(t), MC-LAMBDA

e) Bank φ(t), LAMBDA f) Bank φ(t), MC-LAMBDA

Fig. 5 First boat test: single-epoch full attitude solution, LAMBDA (left) vs MC-LAMBDA (right) method. Attitude is displayed as obtained epoch by

epoch, without attempting any validation.

Fig. 6 Second boat test: three antennas/one receiver carried aboard a small vessel sailing along a canal in Delft, The Netherlands.
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B. Static Test II

Asecond static experiment was conducted at the CurtinUniversity
of Technology campus in Perth, Western Australia. Four Global
Positioning System (GPS)-global navigation satellite system
(GLONASS) receivers/antennas GSR 2700 ISX were placed on
top of tripods at known distances (see Fig. 3b). Each of the receivers
tracked, at most, seven satellites during a time span of about 20 min.
Only GPS observations at single frequency L1 are processed. First,
the three baselines are independently processed, attempting to fix the
ambiguities on each of the baselinesM � A1,M � A2, andM � A3.
In these cases, only the baseline length is used as a priori information.
Then, various two-baseline configurations (M � A1 � A2,
M � A1 � A3, and M � A3 � A2) have been considered, where
the full set of constraints are exploited as geometrical constraints in
the MC-LAMBDA method. In all the cases, one to three tracked
satellites are artificially eliminated in order to test the performance as
a function of the number of available satellites. For the four- and five-
satellite scenarios, different combinations of satellites are used, as
reported in Table 5, to test whether the geometry of the constellation
somehow influences the results.

Table 6 reports the unaided SE–SF success rates obtained,
processing the different data sets. The performance of the classical
LAMBDA method largely depends on the number of satellites:
success rates above 60% are only achieved with seven or more
tracked satellites. Obviously, a large improvement is achieved with
the MC-LAMBDA method. Already with a single-baseline
processing, the success rate improves up to 100% on some of the
data sets. As for the two-baseline configurations, the multivariate
constrained method marks success rates higher than 99% on most of
the data sets, notably also in one of the four-satellite scenarios where
the standard method fails almost every epoch. When all three
baselines are processed with the multivariate model, a 100% success
rate is always achieved (not reported in Table 6). Noteworthy is that
the MC-LAMBDA applied to two-baseline configurations often
guarantees success rates higher than 90%, except for one data set.
Note, however, that the impact of the GNSS constellation geometry
cannot be directly inferred from this test alone.

The accuracy of the attitude solutions is provided in Table 7. The
estimation error is higher than with the first static test due to the
shorter baselines (see Fig. 3). Table 7 also highlights the relation
between the attitude estimation precision and the baseline geometry
employed: as expected, the longest baseline formed by the main and
auxiliary (Aux3) antennas generally provides better angular
accuracies.

V. Experimental Testing: Dynamic Platforms

This section present the evaluation of the MC-LAMBDA method
based on three dynamic tests. The dynamic experiments were
designed to test the method in the most challenging conditions: SE–

SF processing of GPS-L1 data, where no a priori information about
the attitude or the motion is provided, and mask angles, elevation-
dependent models, dynamic models or any kind of filtering are not
applied. Two low-dynamic experiments were carried out, collecting
data on a slowly moving boat, whereas a flying aircraft provided the
high-dynamic testing platform.

A. Boat Test I

The first data set processed was collected on a boat sailing the
Schie canal in Delft, The Netherlands. The vessel was equipped with
three antenna-receiver couples (see Fig. 4): 1) a choke-ring antenna
connected to an Ashtech receiver; 2) an antenna connected to a Leica
SR530 receiver; and 3) an antenna connected to a Novatel OEM3
receiver. The vessel sailed for about 2.5 h, collecting 9000 epochs of
GPSobservations. The number of trackedGPS satellites and position
dilution of precision (PDOP) values are reported in Fig. 4. Table 8
reports the unaided SE–SF success rates obtained, both overall and
per number of tracked satellites (between six and eight). Application
of theMC-LAMBDAmethod results in a striking improvement, both
in the single-baseline and in the two-baseline cases. Similar to the
static experiments, the constrained method is muchmore robust with
respect to variations in the number of available observations. Note
that the success rates for the second baseline (1–3) are lower than
those for the first baseline (1–2) when employing the LAMBDA
method. This is due to the lower grade receiver, which yields poorer
performance. Even more interesting, the MC-LAMBDA method is
also capable of compensating the reduced quality of the observations
by strengthening the underlying model.

Figure 5 shows the attitude angles obtained by estimating the
rotation matrix epoch by epoch, without any attempt to validate the
solution and taking the integer ambiguities as they are fixed with the
LAMBDA or the MC-LAMBDA method (applied to the two-
baseline case). The first method leads to a rather scattered plot, due to
the low success rate (57.4%), resulting in many wrong ambiguity
solutions, and hence less precise attitude solutions. In contrast, the
constrained method provides a precise attitude solution more than
99% of the time.

B. Boat Test II

The second boat test took place on the same canal as the previous
test. The same boat of Fig. 4a was equipped with a Septentrio
PolaRx2 connected to three antennas AT502, for which the relative
placement is visualized in Fig. 6a. The receiver collected GPS-L1
data for a total of 7200 epochs (2 Hz sampling). Figure 6b reports the
number of tracked satellites with corresponding PDOP values.
Table 9 shows the unaided SE–SF success rate for the classical and
the constrained LAMBDA methods. The overall results, as well as
the success rate per number of tracked satellites, are reported. As for
the previous boat test, the improvement is rather large. The MC-
LAMBDA method marks very high success rates in all cases.

Figure 7 compares the single-epoch attitude solutions as provided
by the two algorithms: the benefit of having a reliable ambiguity
resolution method is obvious.

C. Flight Test

A high-dynamic test was performed, processing data collected
aboard the Cessna Citation II PH-LAB (see Fig. 8). This aircraft is
equipped with different test systems and facilities, including several
GPS antennas. Onboard the aircraft, a Septentrio PolaRx2 receiver
was installed and connected to three antennas: an AIL DM-C L1-L2
placed on the middle of the fuselage and two L1/L2 Sensor Systems,
one at the extremity of the left wing and one on the nose. Figure 8
shows the placement of the antennas. The matrix of local baseline
coordinates for this antenna configuration is

F� 4:90 �0:39
0 7:60

� �
m (39)

The data set examined was collected during an airborne remote
sensing campaign: the Gravimetry Using Airborne Inertial

Table 9 Second boat test: unaided SE–SF success

rates for LAMBDA and MC-LAMBDA methodsa

Baseline No. SV LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

Single-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

Overall 33.2 87.7
1–2 7 10.5 72.9

8 26.3 85.0
9 49.1 96.6

Overall 40.7 95.6
1–3 7 19.5 93.5

8 32.6 95.5
9 49.5 96.2
Two-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

1-2-3 Overall 22.1 99.6
7 3.2 99.7
8 15.4 99.7
9 37.7 99.3

aSuccess rate as function of satellites tracked is also reported.
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Fig. 7 Second boat test: single-epoch full attitude solution, LAMBDA (left) vsMC-LAMBDA (right)method.Attitude is displayed as obtained epoch by
epoch, without attempting any validation. The heading time series (Fig. 7b) clearly shows zigzag maneuvers performed by the boat.

Fig. 8 Flight test: Cessna Citation II of the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Delft University of Technology. Locations of body, wing, and nose

antennas are shown.
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Navigation (GAIN) project [70]. The Septentrio PolaRx2 receiver
logged data at 10Hz for the entire duration of theflight, about 4 h. For
the processing, the data are downsampled to 1 Hz. The number of
available satellites, PDOP values, and the flight trajectory are shown
in Fig. 9. The Septentrio receiver was configured to log data from the
three antennas (dual frequency on the first one, and single frequency
on the two auxiliaries) simultaneously. This limited the number of
available channels per antenna to nine, which is therefore the upper
limit of the number of commonly tracked satellites. The aircraft also

carried an inertial navigation system [INS/initial reference system
(IRS) Honeywell LaseRef] onboard. The precise INS output of the
three attitude angles is used here to assess the precision of the GNSS-
attitude solution.

The unaided SE–SF success rates for the LAMBDA and MC-
LAMBDA methods are reported in Table 10. The unconstrained
method is capable of fixing the correct set of integer ambiguities for
24.7% of the time, a figure too small to make the standard approach a
reliable single-epoch method. Instead, the MC-LAMBDA method
confirms the strong performance improvement, being capable of
providing the correct integer solution for more than 88% of the
epochs. Hence, a precise epoch-by-epoch attitude solution is
available for the larger part of the flight duration. Even more
interesting, the success rates for the main–nose baseline are lower
than for the main–wing baseline. Moreover, with nine visible
satellites, the success rate is even lower than with eight satellites for
themain–nose baseline, bothwith the unconstrained and constrained
methods. The two-baseline processing shows the same effect. This
can be either due to the higher noise levels or due to multipath biases
on the observations of one of the satellites tracked, and it is
investigated later in this section.

Figure 10 shows the GPS-based attitude angles for the time span
considered. The INS solutions are reported aswell in order to provide
a comparison between the two systems. Table 11 reports the standard
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Fig. 9 Cessna Citation II flight test.

Table 10 Flight test: unaided SE–SF success rate (%)

for LAMBDA and MC-LAMBDA methods

Baseline No. SV LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

Overall 25.1 61.2
Main–nose 8 28.5 78.1

9 25.0 60.9
Overall 60.8 93.9

Main–wing 8 31.3 90.4
9 66.7 94.8

Two-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

Main–nose–wing Overall 24.7 88.1
8 6.1 92.2
9 28.6 87.4
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Fig. 10 Flight test: time series of the three attitude angles as estimated via GNSS and provided by the INS.
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deviations of the differences between the INS and GPS-based
attitude solutions. Taking the precise INS output as a benchmark
solution, one can conclude that the accuracy obtained is within the
expected range, given the baseline lengths involved. The heading
angle is estimated with the highest precision, whereas the elevation
estimation is characterized by the highest noise levels. This is due to
the relative geometry of the antennas and to the fact that the vertical
components of the GNSS-based baseline estimations are inherently
less accurate than the horizontal components. The bank angle is
estimatedwith higher precision than the elevation angle, being driven
by the longer baseline formed by the antennas on the body and on the
wing.

As previously mentioned, the single-baseline case main–nose
shows a reduced success ratewith respect to the baselinemain–wing.
This can be explained by considering the location of the antenna on
the nose: Fig. 8 shows the proximity of the aircraft’s cockpit window
and two metal panels. This placement caused disturbances, which
negatively affected the nose-antenna data. Unfortunately, this effect
can not be directly examined, neither with forming the multipath
combination [45] (since only single-frequency data are available
from the auxiliary antennae) nor with the extracted SNR figure
(which does not show any significant effect). Repeating the
processing with higher elevation mask angles only marginally
improves the success rate, since the redundancy of the observations
reduces accordingly. This leads us to consider whether particular
directions of the incomingGPS signals are affecting the performance
more than others; that is, the combined effect of elevation and
azimuth is examined. Figure 10a shows that the aircraft followed a
fairly straight trajectory for six time slots, indicated in the figurewith
roman numbers. During these flight segments, it is found that
satellites seen at low elevation and azimuth opposite to the flight
directionwere introducing biases in the observations. As an example,
Fig. 11 reports the carrier phase residuals for the main–nose baseline
before and after eliminating satellite pseudorandom noise (PRN) 9
during flight segment III. The reduction of the phase error clearly
indicates an improvement in the solution quality, which is also
reflected in the capacity of fixing the correct ambiguities: the success
rate for this segment increases from 57 to 98% when using the MC-
LAMBDA method. Table 12 reports the SE–SF success rates when

the elimination of low-elevation/opposite-azimuth satellites is
performed for the whole flight duration. The improvement is evident
and demonstrates that a proper placement of the antennas on the
aircraft is crucial. On the one hand, it should be such that high-
precision attitude solutions can be obtained; but at the same time, the
placement should be such that multipath and similar biases are
avoided as much as possible.

Another aspect worth mentioning is the problem of platform
flexibility. This issue is twofold: the potential problem of incorrect
ambiguity estimation and the problem of perturbed attitude deter-
mination. If the local body coordinates change due to deformation,
then the ambiguity estimation may potentially output incorrect
integer ambiguities. However, by means of statistical testing (i.e.,
testing whether the data fit the imposed geometric constraints), one
can test for violation of the geometric constraints. Also, since the
principle of integer estimation is a many-to-one mapping, some
biases can be allowed in the data without affecting the outcome of
integer estimation [71].

The second aspect concerns the attitude determination itself. If the
ambiguity resolution outputs wrong ambiguities, then the attitude
estimation is biased as well. But even with correct ambiguities, one
would obtain biased attitude estimations in case of a deforming
platform. Platformflexibility is then an issue for anymethod that tries
to derive the platform attitude from platform-fixed baselines. Only
when the baseline local relative geometry is known can the baseline
orientations be linked to the platform attitude. In the tests performed,
platform flexibility did not affect the method performance.

VI. Conclusions

This work focused on a new rigorous method for GNSS-based
attitude determination. The core of the procedure is based on a
nontrivial modification of the popular LAMBDA method: the MC-
LAMBDA. The MC-LAMBDA method solves for the ambiguities
giving proper weighting to the full set of nonlinear geometrical
constraints that follow from the a priori knowledge of the relative
antenna geometry. These constraints strongly aid the ambiguity

Table 11 Flight test: standard deviations of

differences between GPS and INS attitude
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Fig. 11 Test flight 2007: DD phase residuals, first baseline, flight segment III.

Table 12 Flight test: unaided SE–SF success rate (%)

for LAMBDA and MC-LAMBDA methods after

elimination of those satellites at low elevation and
azimuth opposite to the flight direction

Baseline LAMBDA MC-LAMBDA

Single-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

Main–nose 38.2 91.8
Main–wing 60.8 93.9

Two-baseline SE–SF success rate, %

Main–nose–wing 40.3 95.8
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resolution process, and they result in an improved capacity of fixing
the correct set of carrier phase integer ambiguities.

The proposed method was validated with both simulated data and
actual data collected on static, low-dynamic and high-dynamic
platforms. In all the data sets examined, the MC-LAMBDA method
showed very good performance, thereby largely increasing the SE–
SF success rates of the standard LAMBDA method. The improve-
ments are particularly pronounced for the weaker measurement
scenarios, e.g., with reduced number of tracked satellites, higher
observations noise, and/or biases caused by multipath.

The method of SE–SF GNSS-only performance is emphasized,
not only because of the challenges that such models pose but also
because of its practical relevance. High-performance single-epoch
processing makes the method immune to cycle slips or carrier losses
of lock, a quality that is important if platform attitude must be known
continuously. Also, single-frequency receivers are used both for low-
cost applications and for space-based platforms, where the receivers
are limited to a small number of channels due to power limitations,
weight constraints, and circuit complexity.

The MC-LAMBDA method also has the advantage of being
generally applicable. It is independent of baseline lengths and
geometry, independent of platform dynamics, and independent of
which GNSSs or combinations thereof are chosen. Moreover, it
applies to single- and multi-epoch processing.

An important aspect that still needs to be developed is the
theoretical foundation for the probabilistic evaluation of attitude
ambiguity resolution. To achieve this, future work will aim at
developing the distribution functions for the mixed integer param-
eters of the attitude model, similar to the existing theory for the
unconstrained GNSS model.

Appendix A: Properties of the Vec and Kronecker
Product Operators

In the following, vec represents the Vec product operator and �
represents the Kronecker product operator:

1) vec�ABC� � �CT � A�vec�B�.
2) �A� B��C�D� � AB� CD.
3) �A� B�T � AT � BT .
4) �A� B��1 � A�1 � B�1 (A and B invertible matrices).

Appendix B: Design Matrices Multiplications
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Appendix C: Simulation Setup

The parameters of the simulation are reported in Table C1.
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